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Abstract—This experience paper describes thirteen considerations for implementing machine learning software defect prediction (ML SDP) in vivo. Specifically, we provide the following report on the ground of the most important observations and lessons learned gathered during a large-scale research effort and introduction of ML SDP to the system-level testing quality assurance process of one of the leading telecommunication vendors in the world — Nokia. We adhere to a holistic and logical progression based on the principles of the business analysis body of knowledge: from identifying the need and setting requirements, through designing and implementing the solution, to profitability analysis, stakeholder management, and handover. Conversely, for many years, industry adoption has not kept up the pace of academic achievements in the field, despite promising potential to improve quality and decrease the cost of software products for many companies worldwide. Therefore, discussed considerations hopefully help researchers and practitioners bridge the gaps between academia and industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning software defect prediction (ML SDP) has inspired academics and allured practitioners for over two decades [1], [2]. Despite having considerable commercial potential, in vivo applications have lagged behind academic research. The main reasons for such inadequacy have been identified as the divergent focus of academia and industry [3], practical futility of building defect prediction models using defect history [4], scarcity of available publications on costs and lessons learned [5], and many more [6]. Consequently, a sizable effort still needs to be put into developing ML SDP solutions to gain deserved recognition and prove their commercial value. Yet, with experience reports like this one, achieving the goal of widespread ML SDP solutions becomes considerably more feasible.

The recommendations presented below are based on our own experience and originate from an introduction of ML SDP to the context of system-level testing in the Nokia 5G product. The conducted survey initiating the project is described in a dedicated paper [7], followed by the implementation details [8] and a preceding industry challenge definition [9].

The practical significance of the discussed observations and conclusions was validated in a real industry context [10]. Particularly, our research example aims to complement the existing system-level test practices with additional ML SDP mechanisms within an extensive and complex software quality assurance process for cutting-edge wireless communication technology development in a software powerhouse. Importantly, Nokia practitioners are constantly looking for new opportunities to increase the quality and lower the costs of the software development life cycle (SDLC). We gathered our observations during one of such improvement projects aimed to enhance standard test practices in the company with an additional ML SDP mechanism to help direct test resources to the most defect-prone areas and consequently decrease the number of defects escaping to the customer.

Specifically, the 5G gNB system [11] is a grand and complex project with more than 60 million lines of code written in C/C++ language. Secondly, the developed product is challenging to test due to strict functional and non-functional requirements, thousands of potential software and hardware configurations, and the complexity of test environments and infrastructure. To overcome resulting difficulties, Nokia adheres to agile principles and state-of-the-art test processes, using the continuous development, integration, test, and delivery (CDIT) concept to develop its products [12] (see also Figure 1). The CDIT approach allows thousands of software engineers worldwide to add even the smallest increments to the main software line simultaneously. The entire test process is split into distinct phases based on the progress of component or system integration, similar to many other large-scale software products [13]. The following experience report focuses on the final phase - the entire, complete system and specific functionalities working end-to-end.

The underlying case study aimed to design, implement, and analyze the effectiveness of Machine Learning Software Defect Prediction in a real-world Nokia 5G system-level test environment. The analyzed data set is a collection of historical test process metrics from the test case repository for the Nokia 5G quality assurance process, containing almost 800000
unique results for more than 100000 test cases over five and a half months. Five relatively simple supervised machine learning algorithms were implemented to compare software defect prediction capability (using repeated 10-fold cross-validation) based on historical test process metrics. Due to the class imbalance problem, the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) was used for reliable performance measurements [14]–[16]. After completing a set of empirical evaluations using the R\(^1\) language and mlr3 package\(^2\), the best-performing solution was selected and compared with similar studies conducted in vivo. As a result, CatBoost and Random Forest performed the best in all tasks, followed by Light Gradient-Boosting Machine, Classification Tree, and Naïve Bayes. Even without tuning, CatBoost and Random Forest achieved satisfactory results, with differences that are not statistically significant; hence both models were recommended. Consequently, the study has successfully proven that software defects can be accurately predicted in vivo using limited data readily available within the Nokia 5G system-level test process, even using relatively simple learners and without resorting to sophisticated performance enhancement methods.

As the project progressed, we developed a report on made headways and encountered challenges. Furthermore, our observations are complemented by feedback from a selected group of Nokia experts and reflect the discussions observed during the planning, execution, and conclusion of the project. Thus, our experience report reflects practitioners’ perspectives to help others achieve similar results in other commercial contexts.

Moreover, for the overall project progression, we have followed the global standard of the business analysis body of knowledge [17]. Lessons learned [18], guidelines, and instructions are essential for practitioners to establish confidence and help build initial inroads [19], [20]. Thus, we aim to bridge the identified gaps, make discussed mechanisms and practices widely available, and ease further adoption within the industry. Consequently, this publication provides a sequenced guideline regarding thirteen consecutive considerations each practitioner should account for when planning to introduce ML SDP in an industrial environment.

The paper is organized into four sections. Section I introduces the researched subject and context. Section II describes the thirteen considerations derived from our hands-on experience. Section III illustrates the importance of highlighted challenges and how they were prioritized in our specific context. Next, Section IV provides the identified threats to validity. Last, Section V offers the summary and conclusion.

## II. CONSIDERATIONS

Below we describe the thirteen most impacting observations, lessons learned, and risks identified during our academic research efforts and industry introduction experience. Second, they constitute a comprehensive step-by-step progression and a holistic checklist that will increase the chances for success for similar ML SDP introductions. Third, the resulting discussion was reviewed together with practitioners participating in building the framework and developing a final commercial solution (to improve the quality and decrease the cost of system-level testing of Nokia’s 5G gNB product), up to the point of a commercial implementation decision within the company.

The proposed checklist consists of thirteen steps provided below:

1. Collect requirements and set appropriate goals.
2. Build upon solid theoretical and practical foundations.
3. Consider the entire SDLC.
5. Conduct risk analysis.
6. Choose appropriate data set.
7. Choose appropriate tooling.
8. Apply appropriate learners and performance metrics.
10. Prepare a cost evaluation.
11. Manage stakeholders.
13. Plan project closure.

### Consideration 1)

Collect requirements and set appropriate goals.

First and foremost, any business endeavor should start with gathering requirements [17]. A clear understanding of the stakeholder expectations the planned change must satisfy is critical to the project’s success. If not done correctly, there is a high probability that the project deliverables will not meet the requirements and effectively end in failure. When the requirements are gathered and understood, only then the correct and precise goals can be defined by the project team. Goal setting is essential in any business project to provide a clear direction and purpose [17]. Moreover, clearly defined goals enable everyone involved in the project to work towards common objectives and allow progress to be tracked and measured against specified success criteria.

Preceding the ML SDP introduction, a widespread survey was launched among test practitioners within the company to elicit opinions on the current challenges within the system-level test process and to uncover further improvement opportunities [7]. As a result, 312 out of 2935 (10.63%) invited Nokia practitioners (representing management and software engineering functions from eight countries) have completed the questionnaire. Obtained results show that the same three challenges are seen as the most important and urgent: customer scenario testing, performance testing, and competence ramp-up. Accordingly, the challenges seen as the most difficult to solve were low occurrence failures, hidden feature dependencies, and hardware configuration-specific problems. The survey has also shown that defect prediction models are not widely used. Based on the analysis of the results by the

\(^1\)https://www.r-project.org/
\(^2\)https://mlr3.mlr-org.com/
company practitioners, the following high-level goals have been defined:

- The proposed solution must not disrupt the already existing quality assurance processes.
- Defect prediction efficiency must be on an acceptable level (not necessarily super high, but good enough).
- Built framework should utilize existing data and should be fully automated.
- There are no immediate timeline requirements for the project.
- Cost-effectiveness is important (positive return on investment (ROI)).
- Prediction modelling needs to allow interpretability.

Gathering requirements and setting proper goals is critical to the success of any business endeavor. By carefully defining and considering what is to be achieved, the project team can ensure that the project is correctly set up from the outset and does not diverge to unnecessary activities or change the business priorities.

### Consideration 2)

Build upon solid theoretical and practical foundations.

Theoretical preparation before starting a project is important for several reasons: it helps to define the scope and goals of the project correctly, helps to ensure that the team has a thorough understanding of the problem they are trying to solve, enables effective planning by providing the information needed to create a detailed project plan, and improves overall decision-making. Consequently, exhaustive theoretical preparation helps ensure the project is well-planned and well-executed. Secondly, it helps the research community to validate shared results [21].

For our theoretical preparation, we have used the rapid review [22] to adapt the regular review process to fit software engineering practitioners’ constraints. It helped to streamline knowledge transfer and provided decision-making support. Consequently, we have concluded several comprehensive literature reviews to understand the spectrum of possibilities and limitations for our implementation project (specifically, in the context of requirements and goals defined in Consideration 1)). Despite the overall scarcity of published research on ML SDP in vivo, there is a handful of valuable and practice-oriented papers having a tremendous impact on our research and underlying in vivo implementation. Second, reviewed studies allowed us to build the most considerable contribution of our work — a holistic end-to-end guideline describing the main aspects of ML SDP introduction in vivo. Lastly, appropriate theoretical preparation will also help hand over the final solution after integration into the standard quality assurance process within the company (Consideration 13)).

Specifically, the most impacting related works in terms of experience reports focusing on specific aspects of the process were highlighted below:

- Rana et al. [23] provide a framework for adopting machine learning for software defect prediction in the industry. The resulting paper focuses on the adoption process steps and lessons related to technology acceptance.
- Tantithamthavorn and Hassan [24] published an experience report on defect modeling during in vivo introduction. Their work describes encountered pitfalls and challenges based on their vast experience in the field.
- Melo et al. [25] developed a practical guide to support predicting change-prone classes based on a commercial software case study. The paper focuses mainly on the technical aspects of the introduction.

Second, it is worth underlining the importance of publications offering critiques of ML SDP practices that uncover concerns and research gaps to be closed. The works described below helped us make our considerations more complete and reliable:

- Fenton and Neil [26] offer a compelling critique of SDP models. The work raises awareness of model imperfections and risks related to the relationship between defects and failures. Importantly, the authors recommend using holistic, well-understood models instead of customized ones.
- Lanza et al. [4] describe considerable concerns towards SDP in terms of missing industrial practice impact of the academic achievements in the field, scalability difficulties, and cast doubt on evaluating approaches based on historical data.
- Garousi and Felderer [3] discuss different priorities and areas of focus between industry and academia. Depicted discrepancies cause difficulties in transitioning new solutions to commercial contexts and highlight relevant issues that must be mitigated to improve collaboration.

Last, there are several valuable secondary research efforts aggregating observations from numerous results in the field:

- Durelli et al. [27] published a systematic mapping study on machine learning applied to software testing. Authors identify the most frequently used test case generation, refinement, and evaluation algorithms.
- Pachouly et al. [28] published a systematic literature review on software defect prediction using artificial intelligence and analyzed the most commonly used data sets, validation methods, approaches, and tools.
- Stradowski and Madeyski [5] conducted a business-driven systematic literature review on industrial applications of software defect prediction using machine learning. They derived valuable conclusions on used methods, features, frameworks, data sets, costs, and learnings.

### Consideration 3)

Consider the entire SDLC.

Considering the entire process perspective is another crucial aspect of introducing software quality assurance improvements. Large-scale software development requires scaling
methodologies to manage efficiently [13], and testing with a single-layered verification effort is rarely possible for grand products. However, most ML SDP studies are executed on singular test phases, and considering the whole software development life cycle (SDLC) is seldom explored [5], [9].

Suppose the implemented ML SDP solution proves to be successful and cost-effective. In that case, an adequately planned introduction can extend to all of the test phases within the life cycle, providing even more substantial saving potential to the company. When targeting lower-level phases, utilizing ML SDP with code metrics and code review can be sufficient [29], [30]. On higher levels, black-box test repository data can be used to enable test case selection and prioritization [31]. Consequently, each ML SDP instance will have its own characteristics, benefits, and inherent difficulties to plan for and overcome. On the other hand, each instance can benefit from the predictions of the previous phases. Moreover, the end goal can be a dedicated solution optimizing the overall predictions to accommodate the capacity and efficiency of particular phases in finding defects of different types.

Nokia uses continuous development, integration, and testing as the software development process in which applications are built continually throughout the entire life cycle [32]. Specifically, the goal is to continuously evaluate software quality on many levels of testing, providing feedback as quickly as possible, detecting more defects, and enabling faster deliveries at lower costs. Figure 1 shows the high-level visualization of the test process in the company. As a long-term aspiration, the ML SDP should work on all levels, provide individual predictions considering specific parameters and the interim capacity of particular test environments, and synergize in building general defect models for the entire product. Incorporating the holistic approach early in the project can save time and effort in future ML SDP implementations.

The goal of the technology readiness level assessment (TRL) is to optimize preparation for a new technology change within the company [33].

In the case of our system-level testing of 5G in Nokia, the new process that will be introduced aims to supplement the current quality assurance methods by introducing machine learning software defect prediction technology. Consequently, we have built an analysis and description of all nine TRL steps, provided evidence for each, and created a specific progression plan and a precise timeline for our ML SDP solution introduction. Noteworthy steps were the following:

- TRL 1: Basic principle observed - thorough theoretical preparation as described in Consideration 2).
- TRL 2: Technology concept formulated - consideration of the context and defining requirements and goals as in Consideration 1).
- TRL 5: Technology validated in a relevant environment - lightweight working solution to make initial inroads.
- TRL 6: Technology demonstrated in a relevant environment - a working pilot solution finalized by a demo showcase with main stakeholders.
- TRL 8: System complete and qualified - fully working and tested solution (currently ongoing).

Furthermore, our work in this aspect was greatly influenced by a publication by Rana et al. [23], providing a framework for adopting machine learning software defect prediction in the industry. First, the authors argue that an insufficient understanding of factors relevant to industrial practitioners is one of the main reasons for the low adoption of ML SDP in vivo. Second, Rana et al. develop a framework for explaining the adoption of ML for SDP in the industry based on the technology acceptance model and technology adoption frameworks. Third, they describe the characteristics of ML (perceived benefits, barriers, and tool availability), organizational characteristics (need and importance, satisfaction, familiarity with ML, and competence), and external environment (adoption in other industries and competition). Last, the paper also provides compelling instructions on how to use the proposed framework.

Naturally, a different method can be used to ease the new technology adoption within an existing ecosystem; however, executing appropriate project planning and change management tools that explicitly support introducing new methods, processes, and competencies is imperative [17].

Consideration 4)

Conduct technology assessment and introduction.

Consideration 5)

Manage risks.

Risk assessment is the process of identifying and evaluating potential hazards that might endanger the success of a project, as well as analyzing what mitigations can be triggered when the hazard occurs. There are ample methods and techniques aimed to support the process [17]; however, we have built
our risk management framework in accordance with ISO 31000:2018 guidelines. We also depict an excerpt of our analysis in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk#</th>
<th>Risk name</th>
<th>Impact (3-1)</th>
<th>Probability (4-1)</th>
<th>Risk value</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk 1</td>
<td>Lack of available resources</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mitigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk 2</td>
<td>Lack of needed competence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Avoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk 3</td>
<td>No visible containment gain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Avoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk 4</td>
<td>Tooling and license unavailability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mitigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk 5</td>
<td>Organizational changes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk 6</td>
<td>Resistance among practitioners</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk 7</td>
<td>Loss of critical data</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Avoid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We evaluated each risk in terms of impact and probability. The resulting scores can be multiplied to calculate the risk value used to prioritize the effort being committed to response actions (we planned four response types to the risks: avoid, mitigate, accept, or transfer). Secondly, after the analysis, items must be monitored throughout the project duration. As time progresses, new developments may shed light on unknown risks or change their probability or impact on the project’s success.

Notably, the initial risk identification and assessment effort can result in a preemptive actions list - tasks that are worth executing as soon as possible to mitigate future hazards. In our case, four actions emerged for instant execution. First, a potential lack of resources needs to be immediately planned into the project by gaining commitment from management and sponsors. Second, utilizing transformation managers and submitting the project to official improvement frameworks to gain additional support and buy-in. Third, the launch of an awareness and competence ramp-up campaign on ML needs to be started as soon as possible. Last, research data needs to be regularly backed up on online servers.

One might consider a more lightweight or heavier approach based on the criticality of the business context for the implementation. Also, our risk examples are not exhaustive and are highly dependent on the project ecosystem. Nevertheless, the process enables better decisions and increases the project’s chances of final success.

**Consideration 6)**

Choose appropriate data set.

Commercial companies can possess vast amounts of data that can be used for ML SDP. Regarding the entire SDLC (as in Consideration 3), predictors for each test phase can be built on different data sets. Furthermore, each can be more effective when using specific features that need to be carefully selected [34].

The data we plan to gather and utilize will determine many aspects of the implementation. For example, conducting feature selection on the data set is important to optimize the process and increase prediction performance. Also, commercial data often suffer from missing samples, especially if the data set contains manually entered fields in the repository. Nonetheless, information carried by the observations with missing values can have predictive value [35] and needs to be planned for accordingly. Moreover, commercial data are often imbalanced [36] and noisy [37] and thus must be handled appropriately.

As mentioned, the data set we use is a collection of historical test process metrics gathered automatically from the main test case repository for the Nokia 5G quality assurance process, consisting of approximately 8000000 unique results of 100000 test cases executed over five and a half months from January 2021 until June 2021. Data were split by month into six separate files, allowing comparison of particular learners’ effectiveness and the analysis of the differences between learners on different data subsets. However, as typical for industry data, there are considerable differences in the data quality between sets, which needs to be analyzed. Secondly, the data was a combination of both automatically and manually generated, creating unexpected inconsistencies. Therefore, a decision was made by the practitioners that all missing or incomplete entries have to be omitted during pre-processing. Last, as often is the case with real-world applications, the sets were severely imbalanced, which needs to be accounted for by how performance is measured (see Consideration 8)).

Hence, one of the most important aspects is planning for automation. Automated ML enables the process of gathering the data, pre-processing, simulation, and presenting the result to be acted upon to be fully automated [38]. Therefore, for online code metrics, change metrics, and software fault report repository to serve as real-time features, we need to plan accordingly and consider the limitations of interfaces towards the data repositories (for example, Jira or Jenkins).

Moreover, many additional concepts are expanding the opportunities to use ML SDP in different circumstances that can be considered — just-in-time (JIT) defect prediction [39], cross-project defect prediction (CPDP) [40], cross-company defect prediction (CCDP) [41] in homogeneous and heterogeneous defect prediction contexts (HDP) [42].

The most important breakthrough for each endeavor is to connect the data set with a use case. Naturally, we cannot freely select from all the possibilities in all circumstances, and project context, including stakeholders and confidentiality, can severely predetermine and limit options. Nevertheless, the outcome of the data set selection is very influential as it will determine tooling (Consideration 7), learners (Consideration 8), and interpretability (Consideration 9)).

[34]https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
[35]https://www.jenkins.io/
Choosing the framework to use for solution introduction in vivo needs to be based on the requirements and goals defined in Consideration 1). Identifying what we want to accomplish with the software tools we deploy will dictate the choice of the available software options. Tools that offer the required features need to be identified and compared to make a list of potential opportunities. Practitioners need to consider licensing options and available budget. Also, they need to evaluate the user interfaces and needs on how the data and models will be presented. Finally, we can compare the technology used in the tool with in-house competence availability. For example, if a company employs Python developers, using Python may be an obvious choice considering how widespread and helpful Python frameworks and libraries are.

Another essential factor to consider is the compatibility of the ML framework with existing data repositories within the company. Automated interfaces for data gathering to existing tools as described in Consideration 6)) need to be utilized or developed from scratch. Importantly, licensing and other legal aspects of the used framework and obtained results must be carefully verified.

Many options became available as machine learning gained in popularity over the last years, all with specific advantages and limitations, e.g.:

- **R** is a programming language for data analysis and machine learning. Specifically, this framework was used (together with the mlr3 universe) in the underlying research as it provided an object-oriented, unified interface to a wide range of ML models offered by a plethora of other useful R packages.
- **TensorFlow** is an open-source machine learning library developed by Google, popular for its ease of use and flexibility.
- **Keras** is a high-level neural networks API written in Python, designed to enable fast experimentation with deep neural networks.
- **PyTorch** is a machine learning library developed by Facebook, popular for its dynamic computational graph and ease of use.
- **Scikit-learn** is a popular machine-learning library for Python, designed to be simple and efficient, making it easy to use for both beginners and experts.
- **Weka** is an open-source machine learning tool written in Java.

- Microsoft Azure ML Studio is a cloud computing platform that provides many services for machine learning applications.
- Finally, there are several custom tools built by researchers to satisfy specific study requirements. A business-driven systematic literature review by Stradowski and Madeyski provides an analysis of such solutions.

Alternatively, a dedicated solution can be built (insourced or outsourced). However, considering the high quality of already available frameworks, good reasons need to exist for building something new. Creating customized solutions can cause high development costs, uncertainty of outcome, lack of dedicated support, or difficulties in scaling. On the other hand, custom ML SDP tooling may be specifically designed to meet the organization’s current needs precisely and may give a better predictive performance. Consequently, pros and cons need to be evaluated to make a data-driven decision.

In the underlying study, although an insourced solution was initially considered, the participating software developers decided on using the R language based on the results of a successful pilot and agreed project goals (Consideration 1). Testers, as users of the solution, found the prediction models relatively easy to use and commented that the essential aspect is the ability to act upon the results. Last, management representatives appreciated the fact that no additional cost apart from man-hours was necessary to implement the solution, confirming that cost consideration remains crucial in industry adoption efforts.

---

### Consideration 7)

**Choose appropriate tooling.**

### Consideration 8)

**Apply appropriate learners and performance metrics.**

Many ML techniques have been conceived, each with different prediction effectiveness based on the circumstance. Notably, it is also claimed that no universal model could be applied to all data sets to develop effective solutions, as in the "no free lunch" (NFL) theorems. Therefore, we advise employing various classifiers to select the best-performing ones for used data sets. Specifically, the most popular methods used in industry research are Linear Regression, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Random Forest. Furthermore, different classifiers can find different defects that can be used to benefit the final test coverage. Significantly, selection should be based on reliable performance metrics. There are many performance measures; however, considering the arguments and recommendations of Shepperd et al., as well as Chicco and Juorman, the main comparisons and conclusions should rely on Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC). That said, assuming that the calculation of additional measures bears a minimal cost in most off-the-shelf frameworks, it is advisable to gather more metrics as it provides opportunities for further
insight and understanding of the models. Specifically, a reliable dependency between any metric and costing is yet to be established [47].

Also, additional techniques such as normalization, outlier detection, feature selection, re-sampling and cross-validation, hyperparameter tuning, boosting, ensuring reproducibility, and conducting statistical analyses need to be considered depending on the context [28]. Before committing to highly effective but also very complex solutions such as deep learning [48], alignment with the solution requirements (Consideration 1) is advised. Finally, chosen learners will impact the interpretability potential of built models (Consideration 9).

In the underlying study, five relatively simple supervised machine learning algorithms were implemented and compared using repeated 10-fold cross-validation with the software defect prediction performance measured by the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) due to the data class imbalance. Results have shown that CatBoost and Random Forest performed the best in all executed tasks, followed by Light Gradient-Boosting Machine, Classification Tree, and Naïve Bayes. Importantly, even without tuning, CatBoost and Random Forest achieved satisfactory results, with differences that are not statistically significant. Consequently, both models were recommended, as they have successfully proven that software defects can be accurately predicted in vivo using limited data readily available within the Nokia 5G system-level test process.

| Consideration 9) |
| Build for interpretability. |

We advise the principle of limited trust towards any machine learning predictions, especially in business-critical contexts. Predictive technology can analyze vastly more extensive amounts of data than any human could, but it may also lack aspects like experience, ethics, or intuition. Therefore, it should be used cautiously and not relied upon completely in all circumstances. However, implementing explainable or interpretable AI/ML and human-in-the-loop (HITL) capabilities can considerably improve the usefulness or effectiveness of implemented solutions, as well as the chances of final project success [49], [50]. Also, several reasons can influence decisions behind building-in interpretability [51] potential to the ML SDP solutions:

- Transparency and trust - models that explain their predictions or decisions can help build trust in the model’s effectiveness and decision-making process. This is especially important in safety-critical domains.
- Accountability and compliance - ensuring compliance with regulations and ethical standards is of critical importance. For example, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)15 includes a “right to explanation” that requires organizations to explain automated decisions that impact any individual.
- Debugging and improvement - interpretable models can help identify and correct errors or biases in the model. Consequently, it can also improve the effectiveness and reliability of the model, as well as help ensure that it is making decisions based on the intended criteria.
- Domain expertise - interpretable models can be easier to understand for domain experts who do not need to have an understanding of machine learning algorithms. Second, it can facilitate collaboration between data scientists and domain experts and enable better-informed decision-making.
- Knowledge discovery - interpretability can help uncover patterns and insights in data that may not be apparent through other methods. This can generate new hypotheses and insights that can drive innovation and improvement within the company.

Notably, high interpretability (high model transparency) typically comes at the cost of performance. If a company wants to achieve the highest performance but still wants to explain the ML model’s behavior in human terms, model explainability may be the way to choose. In the case of complex back-box models, it could not be possible to fully understand how the inner mechanics impact the prediction. Fortunately, thanks to model-agnostic methods (partial or SHAP dependence plots, as well as surrogate models), it is possible to explain the model’s behavior [52]. However, post hoc explanations may not be reliable and can be misleading; hence there is a trade-off in using both approaches [53].

During the implementation in Nokia, interpretability was approached as an additional value rather than a necessity. Involved practitioners wanted to know what factors drive ML algorithm decisions and compare them with their experience. After making some inroads using available R packages (e.g., iml, DALEX) supporting the interpretability or explainability of ML models, it was perceived as a valuable feature of the employed ML models. It helped to find inspiration for further improvement actions and opportunities to refine the software development process in a complementary way, i.e., not by further improvement of the ML models but by indicating the most important sources of the observed quality issues. Thus, the interpretability or explainability of ML models has the potential to deliver additional business value to the company from the perspective of management (global explanations), as well as developers or tester (global explanations can be used as guidelines, while local explanations can be used to determine which explanatory variables affect a model’s prediction for a single observation). As a result, Nokia practitioners see this valuable opportunity created by an ability to interpret or explain models’ predictions as a substantial added value.

Furthermore, the interpretability of machine learning is essential for ensuring the accuracy, fairness, and accountability of machine learning models, as well as gaining confidence among practitioners. Even if the goals for the implemented solution do not include interpretability, it is worth considering

15https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/
as a path for improvement as regulations and expectations might change in the future.

**Consideration 10)**

Prepare a cost evaluation.

Cost-effectiveness is a critical aspect of any project from the business perspective (adhering to the value-based software engineering (VBSE) [54] concept). Unfortunately, the cost and benefits of ML SDP are not yet well understood, and the scientific research on the topic is scarce [44]. Second, cost considerations must be handled separately from predictive performance [47]. Nevertheless, the publications that do exist provide several models for cost-benefit evaluations and show very promising results (e.g., [55]).

A general cost model we used to present the business case of ML SDP introduction in Nokia was based on a publication by Herbold [44]. The proposed model includes aspects such as the initial investment needed to set up the solution, expenses related to running the simulations, additional quality assurance effort, and escaped defects. For our purpose, we calculated the ROI\(^{16}\) value, which showed a very positive outlook. Using popular economic ratios has helped to gain management support for the project.

Different scenarios can be evaluated based on the solution’s expected efficiency and approximations of mentioned costs. In our case, Nokia possessed extensive analytics on software effort estimations, containment metrics, cost of poor quality, and similar values. Thus, it helped us tremendously to provide as accurate as possible evaluations. If such information is not readily available, approximations need to be estimated based on the best knowledge and subject matter expertise, resulting in a lower level of confidence. However, the facilitation of a data-driven decision process will substantially increase the understanding of challenges and risks that need to be considered.

In our example, the most important conclusions we derived were the following:

- Lightweight, easy, and fast solutions to gain initial inroads have shown a better cost-benefit ratio than more effective but heavier solutions.
- It was vital to include the solution’s lifetime in the calculations. Naturally, planning to use the ML SDP solution for an extended time will be more attractive than short-term or one-time models.
- Cost of the escaped defect is a notable influencing factor on profitability. The more expensive one defect is, the more saving can be expected from ML SDP.
- The estimated profitability of the project ranged between ROI 3.5 and 4 depending on the projected lifetime and used assumptions, showing the implemented ML SDP solution has a positive monetary impact and can be cost-effective.

In summary, from the industry application perspective, demonstrating the investment needed by ML SDP will bring monetary return is critical. Without showing the expected gains, chances of success are diminished, as profitability is a vital success criterion in industry [54].

**Consideration 11)**

Manage stakeholders.

Stakeholder management is critical to any successful business endeavor, as stakeholders can considerably impact the project’s outcomes [17]. The following steps were performed:

- The first step we took in stakeholder management was identifying all individuals or groups with an interest or stake in the project.
- Second, we analyzed the stakeholder needs, interests, and expectations regarding the project (also in the context of requirements gathering, as in Consideration 1). In consequence, a management strategy was developed based on assessing stakeholder requirements and priorities, containing plans for engaging and communicating with relevant parties throughout the project.
- Finally, a resource plan with team roles and responsibilities has been created and approved.

Effective stakeholder management requires proactive engagement and communication, a deep understanding of stakeholder needs and interests, and a willingness to adjust strategies as the project progresses. By prioritizing stakeholder management, project teams can build stronger relationships with stakeholders and increase the likelihood of project success.

A few observations on managing stakeholders for ML SDP implementations are shared below:

- From the stakeholder management perspective, in vivo studies can be much more challenging than academic efforts as more people are involved. Researchers, practitioners, and management can have vastly different priorities and expectations for the project.
- Researcher bias should be carefully considered (as studied by Shepperd et al. [14]).
- Most participants were very optimistic about ML SDP and expressed satisfaction with the results and value provided by our lightweight solution.

In the end, project progress was much more straightforward, with efficient engagement, communication, and understanding of stakeholder needs and interests.

**Consideration 12)**

Plan for long-term evolution.

It is also worthwhile to plan for the long-term evolution of the ML SDP field in the coming years and evaluate possible scenarios and consider their feasibility in a specific context to seek further opportunities.
For example, the project in Nokia attempts to validate if the current approach to test planning done by test architects (TAs) can be supplemented by adding an ML SDP solution. Models can consider historical aspects, handle several programs simultaneously, and operate much quicker than humans; however, they can make many more mistakes and be less trustworthy in business-critical situations. Based on the achieved predictive performance and our cost-benefit analysis, there is solid justification for implementing such an ML SDP support mechanism for the test architects on system-level testing. Consequently, in the future, it may be feasible to substitute human interference completely and entirely rely on ML SDP to make the best test coverage decisions. Our results show this transition could be possible in the future after a full-scale verification of the hybrid model in vivo over several releases and a thorough evaluation from a cost perspective. In our example, the specific Nokia-based supposition for the described technology progression can be seen in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Step 1: Current state</th>
<th>Step 2: Our solution</th>
<th>Step 3: Future Pure ML SDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predictive accuracy</td>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>improved</td>
<td>improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto data acquisition</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical data</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report generation</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>automatic</td>
<td>automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple projects</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running time</td>
<td>full-time</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation cost</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance cost</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuously improved by the academic community, methods such as new algorithms, boosting, ensembles, hyperparameter tuning methods, cross-validation, outlier detection, and similar need to be combined with environment-focused mechanisms to tailor Nokia’s needs after the solution is implemented and operational. Gradual effort towards better performance can, at some point, allow ML SDP to be a single test planning mechanism. Thus, acknowledging the long-term future and feasibility of pure ML SDP solutions has heavily impacted the projects’ technology assessment (Consideration 4)) and cost evaluation (Consideration 10)) steps.

Consideration 13)

Plan project closure.

At the end of a project, several key tasks should be planned to ensure a successful conclusion and handover [17].

- First of all, review the project goals and requirements and measure the achievements against the success criteria (as in Consideration 1)).
- A handover of the responsibility towards designated practitioners needs to be done. It should be planned in advance, and the transfer of knowledge about ML and the used framework needs to be secured (Consideration 2)).
- Run a dedicated retrospective meeting to draw final conclusions on the process, gather lessons learned, and elicit stakeholder feedback (Consideration 11)).
- Reflect upon the next steps: conclude the technology acceptance model (Consideration 4)) and review the whole SDLC impact to identify further improvement opportunities (Consideration 3)).
- Finally, consider publishing the results and experience reports to benefit the wider community.

III. PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE

To provide further insight into our analysis, we have evaluated each of the presented considerations in two categories to create a control-impact matrix17 — illustrated in Figure 2 and detailed scoring in Table III. We used this effective problem-solving and prioritization tool to organize the proposed solutions according to the level of impact on the project’s success and the amount of influence the researchers can have on the identified factors. Each factor is evaluated on a scale from 1-low to 4-high, and the multiplication of those two values shows the relative priority.

- Impact - subjective measure reflecting how critical a particular consideration is to the end success of the ML SDP introduction.
- Control - subjective measure reflecting how much influence the project leaders can have over the outcome of the consideration.

Fig. 2. Exemplary control-impact matrix.

The provided analysis illustrates which considerations have the highest impact and control, offering the most significant increase in the chances of final success at the lowest amount of time and effort spent:

17https://www.sixsigma-institute.org/Six_Sigma_DMAIC_Process_Analyze_Phase_Control_Impact_Matrix.php
• High Impact and High Control: 1) Collect requirements and goals, 2) Build upon solid theoretical and practical foundations, and 6) Choose appropriate data set.
• High Impact and Low Control: 5) Conduct risk analysis, 10) Prepare a cost evaluation, 11) Manage stakeholders, and 13) Plan project closure.
• Low Impact and High Control: 6) Choose appropriate data set, and 8) Apply appropriate learners and metrics.
• Low Impact and Low Control: 3) Consider the entire SDLC, 4) Conduct technology assessment, 9) Build for interpretability, and 12) Plan for long-term evolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Consideration</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Collect requirements and goals.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Build upon solid foundations.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Consider the entire SDLC.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Conduct technology assessment.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Conduct risk analysis.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Choose appropriate data set.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Choose appropriate tooling.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Apply appropriate learners and metrics.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Build for interpretability.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>Prepare a cost evaluation.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Manage stakeholders.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12)</td>
<td>Plan for long-term evolution.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13)</td>
<td>Plan project closure.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: above considerations are an example reflecting the particular context of our research in Nokia. Potential followers must prepare their analysis according to the specific circumstances they are working in, as the results may be very different. Also, there might be other external aspects inhibiting introduction progress — factors such as changing business priorities, economic slowdowns, or technology disruptions that have not been discussed in our report.

IV. THREATS TO VALIDITY

We have identified several threats to the validity [19], [20], [56] of our study:

• Construct validity: In the case of our experience report, several construct validity threats result from the underlying study conclusions [8]. Specifically, the technical aspect of the conducted underlying ML SDP research was based on approaches previously validated in several contexts and grounded state-of-the-art methods [8]. For example, our experience report relies on results using Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) as a reliable performance measure [14]–[16]. However, to avoid the mono-method bias threat and to give an even broader understanding of the obtained results, several auxiliary measures like Area Under the Curve (AUC), Classification Accuracy (ACC), Recall, Precision, F-beta score (Fbeta) with beta = 1, were reported and analysed as well. Furthermore, repeated 10-fold cross-validation was applied to obtain even more reliable conclusions than classic 10-fold cross-validation. Finally, statistical tests and calculated robust non-parametric effect sizes [57] were conducted to grasp the statistical and practical significance of the presented results. Mono-operation bias does not seem to be a large threat since we study the outcome of the whole software development process on the system level of Nokia 5G; however, we acknowledge that other testing levels are beyond the scope of our study. Interaction of different treatments also does not seem to be a large threat as all change initiatives in the organization are monitored through a panel of experts. There is a threat of interaction of testing and treatment, as when we started our improvement project, we indicated that the quality is essential and needs to be improved. However, high quality is a widely recognized, long-term goal of Nokia; hence, we do not expect this threat to be large. There is also a threat of restricted generalizability across constructs as our intervention of introducing ML SDP impacted the test organization but also caused increased effort and extra resources. In consequence, we cannot fully distinguish whether the improvement was caused by the predictions or the allocation of dedicated resources. However, the increased effort and additional resources were kept as low as possible. The threat of evaluation apprehension seems to be limited as the experts from Nokia, we gathered the feedback from, were accustomed to providing feedback without exceptional stress, but we cannot entirely rule out the human aspects influencing their stated opinions. Problems with inaccurate defect labels (due to the limitations of the SZZ algorithm and its implementations) are a severe threat to the validity of the state of the art of defect prediction [58]. Hence, the underlying project takes advantage of precise mapping of test cases to specific parts of the code, but this approach also has its own limitations, as not all failures become defects. As a result, the most important threat to construct validity seems to be an inadequate preoperational explication of constructs.

• Internal validity: The passage of time makes things better or worse, even without intervention. However, in a relatively short project period of a few months, we consider the maturity threat to be limited. There is also the history threat as some specific events may occur between measurements or collecting subsequent data sets as the software matures by itself, but again a relatively short span of time in our case limits the threat. The instrumentation threat was under control, as we confirmed that the instruments used to collect data did not change during the study. Importantly, assumptions in the underlying research also constitute internal limitations and threats to validity. All are based on actual evaluations done within responsible functions in Nokia and are the best available approximations within a complex business reality. However, for the sake of confidentiality, the publication contains slightly modified values of similar magnitude; hence, the actual values used in the company are different but comparable in magnitude. We did not find any other noteworthy
discrepancies regarding internal validity that needed to be addressed. We acknowledge that the identified considerations may be influenced by transient challenges faced in specific areas of the test process, particular capabilities or insights of the participating practitioners, and currently emphasized company priorities. However, such factors also reflect a standard industrial context and must be included in any ML SDP introduction.

- External validity: It is essential to understand the validity of the considerations beyond the case that was studied. There is a serious threat of constructs, methods, and confounding as the study takes advantage of the traceability of test cases to requirement and software components which is not always the case. The threat of multiple treatment interference is low as we did not introduce any other action simultaneously (we also monitored change actions within the company). The threat of the real-world setting vs. experimental setting is low as our setup is embedded within a typical company setting. Finally, there is a threat of selection biases as we were able to select only one company (Nokia) as a context for our research. We based our research on a proprietary industrial data set and process; therefore, the generalizability of the prediction performance results is limited, and we cannot claim any similar efforts would achieve identical outcomes. However, the observations we have made and documented in the report, as well as the proposed generic approach to introducing ML SDP, should be generalizable to a large extent to any large-scale software project, including other telecommunication companies.

Adapting particular considerations to specific contexts and using the control-impact matrix for prioritization should immensely improve the chances of the final success of any industry ML SDP implementation. Naturally, not all suggestions may be applicable to every situation (for example, ‘3) Consider the entire SDLC’ may be superficial in a company that has a much simpler cycle than Nokia; however, it may still be worthwhile to deliberate how to incorporate a holistic approach early in the project). Last, the results of our exemplary control-impact matrix are not transferable without proper analysis and are specific to our project, as has been highlighted in Section III. Both control and impact evaluations need to be done by practitioners and subject-matter experts who understand the target environment’s specifics enough to weigh their respective importance.

- Reliability: Threats to reliability are concerned with the extent to which the data and the analysis depend on the specific researchers. Specifically, the possibility of missing data and their treatment, as well as misinterpreting the observations pose meaningful threats to reliability. Although a significant effort was put into building the report, essential aspects still might not have been noticed. Therefore, the observations made as the project progressed were cross-checked with direct feedback from a group of Nokia practitioners responsible for the project to more accurately reflect the discussions that happened during the planning, execution, and analysis of the project. Furthermore, after the report’s documentation and editing, the participating stakeholders’ review was initiated, uncovering further misinterpretations and errors. Nevertheless, if different participating stakeholders and Nokia practitioners were involved, the results may not be exactly the same, which can be expected in industry studies. Last, to further reduce the reliability threat, a reproduction package for the underlying study [8] is available, following the reproducible research practice [59].

V. Conclusion

In summary, despite many challenges to overcome [6], [24], [28], defect prediction methods offer substantial profitability potential and attractive business cases [23], [29], [55]. Therefore, provided observations and highlighted risks can benefit other researchers and practitioners [18], [19] improve the chances of success for future introductions and help ML SDP become a standard procedure among software engineering practitioners.

Our experience report offers a holistic and sequenced approach to introducing a new ML SDP technology within the industry on a large software system. Consequently, the thirteen most important lessons learned we identified and discussed will help researchers and practitioners to benefit from our experience. We explain the insights and best practices that emerged, frameworks that can be used, risks to be mitigated, and further improvement possibilities for ML SDP industry adoption. Also, we used the control-impact matrix prioritization tool to decide where to put the primary focus during the introduction. In our case, the analysis revealed collecting requirements and setting appropriate goals, building upon solid theoretical and practical foundations, and choosing appropriate tooling to be the most impacting on the project outcome and in the project’s team control [17]. Thus, they must be prioritized during the execution to increase the chances of the final success of the ML SDP solution we are implementing within the Nokia 5G system-level testing.

Likewise, we hope to see more practitioners publish their results and learnings on lowering the costs and improving the quality of developed software products using ML SDP. Increasing the number of successful implementation examples in published experience reports, with case studies and lessons learned [21], brings us closer to achieving widespread and effective defect prediction processes. Furthermore, available experience reports like the presented paper help the software engineering community to support building fully automated, reliable, and inexpensive ways to guide quality assurance resources more effectively for software companies worldwide.
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